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Abstract 

This paper is an introduction to the computer modelling of systems of speech sounds. It 
focuses mainly on modelling that studies (the prerequisites of) evolution, so pure speech 
recognition is not treated. However, both cultural and biological evolution are considered 
as well as aspects of learning and social interactions that might be relevant to the evolu-
tion of speech. It will be argued that speech sounds are a relatively well-studied and sim-
ple-to-model aspect of language that nevertheless has interesting aspects in common with 
syntax. Compositionality is probably among the most exciting of these. 
  

1 Introduction 

Speech is an aspect of language that has been well investigated in linguistics. Universals, historical 
change, perception, production, processing and acquisition have all been researched in great detail. 
However, this detailed knowledge is not reflected in the amount of computer modelling effort that 
has gone into understanding the evolution of linguistic sound systems. Although one of the first 
computer models investigating factors in language origins was about sound systems (Liljencrants & 
Lindblom, 1972), the more recent surge of interest in computational models of language origins (see 
Kirby, 2002 for an overview) has resulted in relatively few papers on modelling of sound systems. 
de Boer (2002) presents an overview of recent work on computer modelling of evolution of speech 
sounds, but this body of work is relatively small compared to work on syntax and semantics.  

A lot of information is available about sound systems of human language. This is partly because 
sounds are concrete signals that can be recorded and measured objectively. In contrast, more abstract 
aspects of language such as syntax and semantics, can only be investigated in a much more indirect 
way. Results of simulations involving sound systems can therefore be compared much more readily 
with observations of real human language. It is also easier to build models of perception, production 
and processing that are close to how humans handle speech sounds, although, of course, there is al-
ways the issue of computational complexity. These properties make speech sounds an attractive area 
of computer modelling research. 

It could be suggested that speech sounds are less interesting than syntax and semantics, and ef-
fectively, systems of speech sounds show less complexity than syntactic and semantic systems. One 
can also argue that syntax is the fundamental property of human language, and that examples of call 
systems similar to human speech can be found in songs of songbirds and whales. Nevertheless, 
speech sounds do have a complexity of their own. Just as individual words can be combined into 
sentences according to the rules of syntax, speech sounds can be combined into words according to 
definite and sometimes reasonably complex rules. These rules have to be learned by infants in a way 
that is very similar to the way infants have to learn syntactical rules. On the basis of these and simi-
lar observations Carstairs-MacCarthy (1999) has argued that phonology is the evolutionary precur-
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sor of syntax. Jackendoff (2002, section 8.5) also observes that phonological systems must have 
been the first combinatorial systems in the evolution of human language. 

Different aspects of evolution of sound systems have been modelled. These include the way in 
which linguistic diversity can emerge (e.g. Livingstone & Fyfe, 1999), the way in which sound sys-
tems can be learned and the role of mother-child interactions in this process (e. g. de Boer & Kuhl, 
2001), the emergence of sound systems in populations (e.g. de Boer 2000), and the emergence of 
phonemic coding (e. g. Lindblom, MacNeilage, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1984; Steels & Oudeyer, 
2000). Different approaches have also been applied to the problem of understanding origins and evo-
lution of speech sounds. Models have been based on straightforward optimisation, genetic algo-
rithms or agent-based models. Speech signals have been implemented as abstract symbols or as 
more realistic signals. Learning of speech sounds has been implemented with connectionist as well 
as more classical learning mechanisms, and some approaches (especially those using genetic algo-
rithms) do not implement learning of speech at all. 

This paper is meant as an introduction to speech sound modelling for an interdisciplinary audi-
ence. Therefore it contains material that might not be of interest to all readers. Section 2 contains a 
crash course in phonetics and phonology and can safely be skipped by linguists. Only the sections on 
universals of speech sounds (2.1) might be of interest to them. Section 3 contains an overview of 
work on modelling of speech sounds, and is hopefully of interest to all audiences. Section 4 in turn 
contains some considerations of modelling and can safely be skipped by dyed-in-the-wool cognitive 
modellers. Casual computer scientists, on the other hand are encouraged to read this section, though. 
The discussion at the end of the paper contains some suggestions of future work and is, hopefully, 
again of interest to all audiences. 

2 Speech sound crash course 

All human languages, except those used by deaf communities, use sound as their means to transmit 
signals. As human language must be able to convey a large and potentially infinite number of differ-
ent messages efficiently, it needs a large and extensible repertoire of signals. The solution  human 
language uses for this is to recombine a small set of basic sounds into larger assemblies. I will dis-
cuss properties of human speech in a slightly simplified fashion below. It should be kept in mind, 
however, that every aspect of human language is complex and idiosyncratic, and that for each of 
these aspects, including speech, many competing theories abound. The material I present reflects my 
understanding of the subject and also reflects what I think is necessary to successfully make com-
puter models for studying (evolution of) human speech. Nonetheless, the reader is encouraged to 
study the linguistic and phonological theory independently. Any good textbook on the subject of 
phonology of phonetics that is not too much centred on one particular theory will do, although Lade-
foged and Maddieson’s book (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996) is especially recommended for those 
who like to marvel at the diversity and complexity of human languages. 

Most linguists would say that phonemes are the basic unit of speech. Phonemes are defined as 
the smallest articulations that can change the meaning of a word. An example for English would be 
/l/ and /r/, as changing /l/ into /r/ can change the meaning of a word: “law” and “raw” have different 
meanings in English. Two words that differ only in one phoneme are called minimal pairs. By care-
fully studying minimal pairs in a language, linguists can determine the set of phonemes a language 
uses. However, there are complications. Phonemes are not always pronounced identically in all con-
texts. In standard English, /l/ at the beginning of a word is pronounced quite differently from /l/ at 
the end of a word. When /l/ occurs at the end of a word, it is velarised, at the beginning of a word it 
is not. However, not velarising an /l/ at the end of the word does not change its meaning, it only 
makes the speaker sound funny, or possibly as if he or she has an Irish accent. There are languages 
that do use this distinction. In Russian, for example, changing a palatalised /l/ (which sounds ap-
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proximately like English /l/ at the beginning of a word) into a velarised /l/ changes the meaning of a 
word. For instance: ÎÇÍÞ “ shoal” , ending in palatalised /l/ contrasts with ÎÇÍ “ chalk”  ending in 
velarised /l/. Sounds that are phonemes in one language do not have to be phonemes in another, and 
they are therefore language-dependent. 

There are other levels at which speech can be considered combinatorial. Phonemes are problem-
atic in certain ways. First of all, their independent existence is not so clear as it might seem at first 
glance. Independently pronounceable phonemes, such as vowels, nasals (/m/, /n/) and fricatives (/v/, 
/s/) clearly do have an independent existence. But what about sounds such as /p/ and /t/? These can 
only be pronounced clearly in the context of a vowel. And indeed, it turns out that many speech 
sounds are detected mostly by the way they influence neighbouring sounds. Even independently 
pronounceable sounds are heavily influenced by the surrounding sounds. This effect is called co-
articulation. This causes the interesting phenomenon that a speech signal cannot usually be cut up 
into its constituent phonemes and be recombined into another understandable utterance. Although 
phonemes definitely do have some status as units of recombination, it might be necessary to look at 
the syllable level as well. 

One encounters many subtle and complex problems when studying syllables, but a simplified 
account would consider syllables to consist of an onset, a nucleus and a coda. Typically, the nucleus 
consists of the vowel part of a syllable1. The onset consists of the consonants preceding the nucleus 
and the coda consists of the consonants following the nucleus. Thus in English “ sprint” , /i/ is the 
nuclues, /spr/ is the onset and /nt/ is the coda. Syllables can also contain what is called suprasegmen-
tal material (modifications of the signal spread over the whole syllable), such as tone. It is usually 
possible to cut up a speech signal into syllables and recombine these, such that an intelligible result 
ensues. Therefore, syllables are uncontroversial as a unit of recombination. However, the number of 
syllables per language can become quite large, and these syllables can often easily be analysed in 
terms of smaller units – either phonemes or onsets, nuclei and codas. It is therefore likely that both 
the syllabic level and the phonemic level have cognitive significance. 

A third level of analysis of speech is also generally assumed. This is the level below that of pho-
nemes. It turns out that the phoneme inventories of languages are systematic. For example, lan-
guages that use sounds like /b/, /d/ and /g/ tend to use /p/, /t/ and /k/ as well. These sounds can be 
paired such that the elements of each pair only differ in voicing. The sound /b/, for example is articu-
lated with the lips and is voiced (the vocal chords need to vibrate) while the sound /p/ is articulated 
in the same manner, but it is voiceless. These sounds are said to differ only in the feature ‘voicing’. 
Speech sounds can thus be analysed as consisting of several distinctive features. Apart from voicing, 
distinctive features can represent place of articulation, manner of articulation or nasalisation, for ex-
ample. Almost always distinctive features are considered to be binary. Different researchers of 
speech sounds often use different sets of features. Many processes that have to do with how sounds 
are combined into words and how words are simplified in rapid, casual speech can be explained in 
terms of distinctive features. Although the exact nature and cognitive reality of distinctive features is 
hotly debated, there is no doubt that they are a useful tool for linguistic description, and speech can 
definitely be analysed as combinatorial on the level of distinctive features. 

2.1 Universals 

Systems of speech sounds of human languages are not random collections of sounds. If this were the 
case, there would be very little to study or model. Although humans can produce and distinguish an 
amazing number of different sounds (Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996), the phoneme inventories of 
human languages show remarkable regularities. Most languages from a reasonably representative 
                                                      
1 There are many languages that allow consonants as the nucleus, for example, Czech “ krk”  (neck, throat). 
Deciding what exactly the syllable nuclei are in such languages can be tricky. 
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sample of 451 languages (Maddieson, 1984; Maddieson & Precoda, 1990) have between 20 and 37 
phonemes, while the most frequently occurring number of phonemes is 25. The minimum number of 
phonemes appears to be 11 for the East-Papuan language Rotokas (Firchow & Firchow, 1969) and 
the South-American language (Murà-) Pirahã (Everett, 1982; Sheldon, 1974) spoken by men and 10 
for Piraha spoken by women (Daniel Everett, personal communication). The maximum number of 
phonemes for a language in UPSID is 141 for the Khoisan language !X �(Snyman, 1970) while over 
160 phonemes have been reported for the Khoisan language !Xóõ (Traill, 1985). Because of the way 
clicks are analysed in these languages, these numbers might be slightly inflated, and the real maxi-
mal number of phonemes per language might be closer to 90, for example for certain North-East 
Caucasian languages (e. g. Catford, 1977). 

Not only are there regularities in the repertoire sizes, but there are also regularities in the kinds 
of sounds that occur. Certain sounds occur much more often than others, and certain speech sounds 
also co-occur more frequently than predicted from the frequencies of the individual sounds them-
selves. For regularities of phoneme inventories see e.g. (Schwartz, Boë, Vallée, & Abry, 1997b) 
while for more general regularities see (Maddieson, 1984). Also, languages with small inventories 
tend to use a limited number of basic articulations, while languages with larger inventories tend to 
use more elaborated articulations that can often be analysed as combinations of more basic articula-
tions (Lindblom & Maddieson, 1988). It is not always possible to distinguish between sequences of 
phonemes on the one hand and complex phonemes on the other hand. This is especially true for the 
complex clicks found in some of the Khoisan languages (as mentioned above) that are analysed as 
single phonemes, but that could in principle also be analysed as sequences of basic clicks and secon-
dary articulations (Traill, 1985) (incidentally reducing the number of phonemes in these languages 
substantially). 

The number of syllables in languages varies much more than the number of phonemes. Mad-
dieson (1984, section 1.9) presents the numbers of possible syllables for nine languages. The num-
bers of theoretically possible syllables ranges from 162 for Hawaiian to 23 638 for Thai (taking into 
account tones as well). However, the way in which speech sounds can be combined into larger 
wholes (syllables, words) does show regularities. Certain speech sounds tend to occur close to the 
nucleus of a syllable, while other sounds tend to occur near the periphery. Speech sounds can be or-
dered hierarchically, such that sounds higher on the hierarchy tend to occur closer to the nucleus of a 
syllable when co-occurring with sounds occurring lower on the hierarchy. This is often called the 
sonority hierarchy. For a description, see (Vennemann, 1988). It is approximately as follows a > w > 
l > n > s = t (where each phoneme represents the sounds from its category). Many languages allow 
only very simple syllables, such as syllables consisting of a vowel only, or syllable consisting of a 
single consonant followed by a single vowel. Such constraints imply that phonemes cannot be com-
bined freely. These constraints are probably due to articulatory and acoustic factors, such that speech 
that follows them is easier to produce and perceive. 

Tone systems, the ways in which languages use pitch and pitch contours to make distinctions be-
tween words, also has its universals. These have to do with the size of the inventories, with the fre-
quencies with which tones occur (falling tones appear to be preferred over rising tones) and the way 
in which tones combine into tone inventories. Unfortunately, I am quite ignorant on the subject of 
universals of tone, but the interested reader is referred to (Maddieson, 1978). 

These regularities observed in human languages and which are usually called phonological uni-
versals are the factual basis that successful computational models should explain. If a model gives 
results that are significantly different from what is observed in real human languages, it will not be 
interesting for linguists, even though the model might have other merits. Also, it is important for 
researchers coming from a different domain to have a good knowledge of the linguistic facts, in or-
der to gain the necessary scientific street credibility to have ones ideas accepted in the linguistic 
community. 
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2.2 Other sources 

Linguistic universals are probably the most interesting source of data for researchers interested in 
modelling language evolution. Results of experiments can be “ grounded”  in this kind of data. How-
ever, when one wants to build more realistic agents, or if one is interested in modelling individual’s 
language behaviour, other areas of linguistics need to be taken into account. General linguistics is of 
course the area in which most formal models of language are generated, and Jackendoff (2002) pro-
vides a good starting place. Jackendoff has interesting things to say about computer modelling as 
well as language evolution. However, for use in computer modelling, models of general linguistics 
might be too general, and therefore difficult if not impossible to implement. 

For factual data about language learning and language performance, studies of infant develop-
ment and psycholinguistics might provide interesting material. Infants learn to speak amazingly 
quickly and according to a rather fixed pattern. Also the parent-child interactions show cross-cultural 
similarities (i. e. Ferguson, 1964; Fernald et al., 1989). Good books that provide an introduction to 
the field of infant phonological development are Vihman (1996) and Jusczyk (1997). These provide 
detailed background information on the stages infants go through when learning how to speak, while 
being relatively theory-free. As for psycholinguistics, an easy-to-understand introduction to the field 
is provided by Field (2003) but admittedly, this is the only book I read on the subject, so there might 
be better ones around. A background in these subjects is relatively easy to acquire and will certainly 
increase the quality of the modelling work, as well as the ability of the modeller to convince an au-
dience of linguists. 

3 Overview of speech modelling2 

Probably the first attempt at making a computer model to explain universals of speech sounds was 
made by Liljencrants & Lindblom (1972). This model optimized randomly initialized vowel systems 
with a fixed number of vowels. The optimization was based on a function that modelled the potential 
energy of repelling magnets (this potential energy is higher whenever the magnets are closer to-
gether). By shifting the individual vowels in the system, the energy function was minimized. Liljen-
crants and Lindblom found that vowel systems that were optimized in this way were remarkably 
similar to vowel systems found in human languages, although there were some discrepancies. Later 
re-implementations that used modified distance functions (e. g. Schwartz, Boë, Vallée, & Abry, 
1997a; Vallée, 1994) have succeeded in making progressively better approximations of human 
vowel systems. 

Subsequently, Lindblom et al. (1984) have tried to use an optimising model for explaining pho-
nemic (that is combinatorial) coding of syllables. The syllables consisted of a simple consonant fol-
lowed by a vowel. Although the systems that emerged were phonemically coded, their model has not 
had the success of the model for vowels, because there are many more parameters in it and because 
it is much more difficult to replicate the results. 

Only in the mid-nineties did work on explaining sound systems with computer models get a new 
impulse with systems that were based on populations of sound systems and populations of agents. 
The first to make an agent-based implementation to investigate the emergence of vowel systems was 
Glotin (Berrah, Glotin, Laboissière, Bessière, & Boë, 1996; Glotin, 1995) of the Institut de Commu-
nication Parlée (ICP) in Grenoble, the same institute were Schwartz et al. (1997a) do their research. 
He made a model in which a population of talking agents tries to develop a shared repertoire of (a 
fixed number of) vowels. His agents have an acoustic as well as an articulatory representation of the 

                                                      
2 This is a slightly reworked and updated version of the material presented in the history of modelling section 
of (de Boer, 2002). 
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vowels, and adapt their vowel systems on the basis of their interactions. The agents are also subject 
to a genetic algorithm, which is (according to Glotin, personal communication) not meant to be a 
model of actual biological evolution of the agents, but rather of the way sound systems are trans-
ferred from parents to children. This might be considered a weak point of the research, as the influ-
ence of the genetic algorithm and the interactions between the agents are difficult to separate. An-
other problem with the model was that it was computationally too complex, and that therefore only 
few simulations with small populations and small numbers of vowels could be run. In a way, this 
work was ahead of the computing power of the time. 

It has been at the basis of a number of subsequent research efforts, however. In the first place 
those of Berrah (Berrah, 1998; Berrah & Laboissière, 1999) and myself (de Boer, 1997, 2000, 2001). 
Berrah’s work was a direct continuation of Glotin’s research. Berrah’s model is a simplification of 
Glotin’s model. The agents do no longer have an articulatory representation of the sounds they use, 
only an acoustic one. This reduces the computational load considerably and allows more experi-
ments with larger populations and larger numbers of vowels to be run. Berrah extends Glotin’s 
model by investigating what he calls the “ Maximum Use of Available Features” . By allowing the 
agents to use an extra feature (which could be length, nasalization etc. in human languages, but 
which he models as an extra abstract dimension of the acoustic space) he shows that this is only used 
whenever the number of vowels in the agents’ repertoires exceeds a certain threshold. His simula-
tions also contain a genetic component, which makes it sometimes hard to tell when a particular 
phenomenon is due to interactions between the agents and when it is due to the actions of the genetic 
algorithm. 

My own work has concentrated on predicting vowel systems from interactions in a population. 
The agents have both an articulatory as well as an acoustic representation of their vowels, but use a 
much simpler articulatory model than the one used by Glotin. Also, the agents do not evolve, al-
though experiments have been done with changing populations (de Boer & Vogt, 1999). They inter-
act through language games (in this experiment called imitation games) only. It has been shown that 
vowel systems of human languages, and the relative frequencies with which they occur can be pre-
dicted quite accurately with this model. 

Daniel Livingstone and Colin Fyfe of the university of Paisley have investigated the origins of 
linguistic diversity (Livingstone & Fyfe, 1999). They model a population of agents that has a spatial 
structure and monitor how linguistic diversity changes over time. The research question they are ad-
dressing is how it is possible that there are many different languages, and under what conditions 
such diversity can arise. Their work builds on work performed by Daniel Nettle on the emergence of 
linguistic diversity (Nettle, 1999). 

More recently research has started to investigate syllable systems with genetic algorithms and 
population models. This work relates in a similar way to the optimizing simulation used by Lind-
blom et al. (1984) as Glotin’s, Berrah’s and my own work relates to Liljencrants’ and Lindblom’s 
(1972) model. Redford and colleagues of the university of Texas, Austin (Redford, Chen, & Miikku-
lainen, 2001) have made a model that is based on a genetic algorithm. The population consists of 
words, which in turn consist of a closed set of phonemes. Redford et al. use a number of rules that 
determine how hard it is to produce and perceive different combinations and sequences of pho-
nemes. On the basis of this a fitness for all the words in the population is calculated and selection 
and recombination take place. They try out different combinations of rules and investigate which 
rules are most important to predict syllables that are like those found in human languages.  

Other work on predicting properties of more complex utterances is being conducted and pub-
lished at the moment. Pierre-yves Oudeyer of the Sony computer science laboratory in Paris, France 
is working on predicting repertoires of syllables using more realistic signals (e. g. Oudeyer, 2002; 
Steels & Oudeyer, 2000). Professor William Wang of the electronic engineering department of the 
City University of Hong Kong and co-workers Jinyun Ke and Mieko Ogura are working on model-
ling tone systems within the framework of genetic algorithms (Ke, Ogura, & Wang, 2003). 
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My own most recent work, in cooperation with Patricia Kuhl of the University of Washington is 
in investigating the role of mother-child interactions in the transfer and evolution of language. We 
have investigated with a computer model how infant-directed speech can facilitate learning (de Boer, 
to appear; de Boer & Kuhl, 2001) and how it can facilitate transfer of vowel systems from genera-
tion to generation (de Boer & Kuhl, to appear). 

4 Modelling considerations 

Making successful computer models of the evolution of speech is somewhat of an art. One needs to 
find the right balance between performance on the one hand and realism on the other. In order to do 
simulations that are relevant to linguists, it is necessary to make models that work with something 
that is close to real speech. Such models can become computationally intractable, though. It is often 
better to sacrifice excessive realism in order to have better performance. Thus one can do multiple 
repeated experiments, work with larger populations, or work with larger repertoires of sounds. It is 
easy to get carried away (especially for phoneticians trying to build computational models of articu-
lation) and to want to use the most accurate models of speech production and perception available. 
This is not always the best strategy, in my opinion, as the bottleneck determining the realism of the 
model is usually not in the articulatory or perceptual model, but in the implementation of the more 
cognitive aspects of the model. These include, but are not limited to, the way the system recognises 
speech sounds, the way in which it learns them, or the way it coordinates movements of the vocal 
tract. 

Simplifying too much is not a good idea, either. Although interesting work can be done by 
highly abstract models, it is always easier to convince linguists if one stays close to real speech. If 
one does choose to work with abstract signals, it is crucial to point out how these map to real speech 
and how the results need to be translated for and interpreted by linguists. Of course, showing results 
that are directly understandable to linguists increases the probability that one’ s work is accepted in 
their community enormously. 

One should try to minimise the number of parameters in the system. When there are many pa-
rameters, the impression could arise that the model’ s results are caused by tuning, rather than that it 
captures something essential. This is probably the reason why Liljencrants and Lindblom’ s (1972) 
model on vowels was much more successful than Lindbom et al.’ s (1984) later model on syllables. 
In any case one should try to derive parameter values from independent (physical, physiological, 
perceptual, articulatory or cognitive) considerations, and show that the performance of the model 
does not depend sensitively on the exact parameter values.  

Modellers of speech can derive their inspiration from models used by engineers working in 
speech recognition and speech synthesis, but should be aware that the aims of the engineering ap-
proach are totally different from the aim of computer modelling of speech. Engineers are satisfied 
when their models achieve better recognition rates, or more realistic speech production, no matter 
how cognitively implausible their models are. When modelling speech from a cognitive perspective, 
one should always keep in mind that in the end one is trying to understand the workings of the hu-
man brain. This is not to say that one should always use models that are directly based on the archi-
tecture of the brain, such as neural networks. Often it is necessary to use higher level models in order 
to achieve more complex behaviour, or in order to keep the model’ s behaviour transparent. Nonethe-
less, it is always a good idea to remember that one is trying to understand cognition and not trying to 
build more and more fancy computer models. 

There are a few other, more general things one has to keep in mind when doing computer model-
ling of speech. First of all, it is important that the statistical significance of the results be established. 
Although this may appear to be a bit of a superfluous statement, it is amazing how many computa-
tional modelling papers are written (and accepted for publication) without a statistical analysis of the 
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results. The author pleads guilty in this respect, too. However, the fact that results are accepted on 
good faith in the computational modelling community does not mean that they are accepted on this 
basis in other communities. Secondly, as has been mentioned above, it is a good idea to do a sensi-
tivity study of one’ s model. This means that all parameters are varied and that it is reported how 
these changes do (or do not) influence the behaviour of the model. And finally, one should always 
be careful about bias in the model. Many modelling studies depend on random initialisations and 
random changes. Sometimes it is not straightforward to make sure that such initialisations and 
changes are unbiased. It is therefore always a good idea to test this before enthusiastically reporting 
results that are caused by systematic error instead of the model’ s dynamics. 

5 Discussion 

Speech is an interesting part of language that is well-known and easy to model, but that nevertheless 
has the potential of providing insights on language evolution that might have repercussions on the 
understanding of syntax as well. Speech sounds form sequences that are combinatorial and in this 
respect they resemble syntax. By some researchers (e. g. Carstairs-McCarthy, 1999; Jackendoff, 
2002) speech is even considered a possible precursor to syntax. Also, learning of sequences is some-
thing that is necessary for both speech and syntax. Apart from this, many interesting and linguisti-
cally relevant results have already been achieved within the domain of the study of speech proper. 

A lot of problems are still open, and many have to do with extending the models to more com-
plex speech sounds and sequences of speech sounds. Working with more complex signals involves 
more complex articulatory and perceptual models, as well as learning time sequences. These are 
problems that have only been very partially solved in the research on computer speech production 
and processing. However, it is not necessary to wait for progress in these fields before interesting 
new experiments can be done. First of all, a lot of the more sophisticated production- and processing 
models have not yet been used in the modelling of the evolution of language. It is also possible to do 
many interesting experiments into the evolution of speech sounds with simpler abstract models. The 
transition from holistic to phonemically coded signals, for example, is still poorly understood. Also, 
the role erosion of phonetic forms of words and morphemes plays in grammaticalisation could be 
investigated with more abstract signals. At the moment, models of emergence of grammar generally 
assume that language consists of strings of discrete symbols and that words are separated by silence. 
In real speech this is clearly not the case, and it would be interesting to investigate the combination 
of a grammar-learning model and a realistic phonetic component. Finally, realistic sound change has 
not been modelled successfully, as far as the author is aware. A model that could produce realistic 
chain shifts and context-dependent sound changes would be extremely interesting. To achieve this, a 
component of meaning probably needs to be integrated. At the moment, most models investigating 
sound systems only have a very rudimentary implementation of meanings of utterances. 

Apart from these examples, many other experiments can be conceived that would shed light on 
evolution of speech sounds as well as problems that exceed the domain of speech sounds alone. 
Therefore it is not just interesting to continue research into speech sounds, but it is also necessary to 
open the dialogue between modellers of speech sounds and modellers of other aspects of language.  
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